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Abstract: The present article describes three forms to express the verb ‘to be’ in Rangi, a 
Tanzanian Bantu language. Particular attention is paid to their functions in sentences and 
texts. In summary, it is shown how each form has developed in a distinct direction, either 
semantically or syntactically. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rangi is a Bantu F language, spoken by approximately 350,000 people in the Kondoa District of Northern 
Central Tanzania1. Previous linguistic research on Rangi, foremost by Seidel (1898), Dempwolff (1916) and 
Akhavan (1990), has concentrated mainly on phonology and morphology. Apart from 114 sentences published in 
Seidel (1898:415-421) and one text in Akhavan (1990:55-60), the literature seems to be silent on Rangi syntax. 

This paper does not aim to give a comprehensive syntactic analysis of Rangi but rather focus on one 
particular aspect. The following quote by Akhavan served as a starting point for choosing such an aspect: 

There are four different forms to express the verb ‘to be’. First, with the particle ni and its 
negation si; secondly, with -va; thirdly, with -vija  which only occurs in the progressive aspect; and 
fourthly, with -ri  [...]” (Akhavan 1990:54, translation and highlighting my own) 

The new corpus which this present study is based on is significant enough to warrant a more detailed analysis of 
these forms2. This article aims to provide this. Because the corpus consists of real language texts however, some 
examples are of a higher complexity than necessary to illustrate the function discussed in its respective sub-
section. In order to facilitate parsing of such examples for the reader, I will annotate those sentences where the 
syntax is not transparent. 

1.1 Formal considerations 
While in general, the Rangi alphabet is rather straightforward, a few orthographic conventions have to be 

mentioned. The trigraph ng’ is used for the velar nasal [�], and the trigraph n’y  for the palatalized alveolar 
nasal [��] to differentiate from the palatal nasal [�] which is ny in writing. [-ATR] vowels of second height 

degree, [�] and [�], are written i and u. Surface high tone is marked with acute accent, e.g. ����. 

                                                           
1 I am grateful to the Diocese of Central Tanganyika whose invitation made my stay in Rangi country from June 1997 to June 

2000 possible, under work permit nr. C 42314. I am indebted to the following Rangi speakers for providing the texts and 
sentences on which this paper is based: Hasani Issa Modu (of Itundwi), Andrew Emedi Lujuo (of Soya, now Nairobi), and 
Rajabu Majengo Isangu and Halili Mufindi (both of Mnenya). Without them, this work would have been impossible. 
Further, I want to thank Ron Moe (for advice on handling texts with the Shoebox computer software), Myles Leitch (for 
commenting extensively on the entire article), Karen VanOtterloo and Joost Zwarts (for helpful comments), the staff of 
BTL Ruiru centre (for providing a quiet environment), and my wife Dorothea (for supporting me in every way imaginable). 

2 This corpus consists of two traditional stories, the shorter one of which is given in the appendix, nine short texts from a 
Rangi primer, and over eight hundred sentences transcribed from live conversation. 
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The structure of the inflected Rangi verb observes the following order (with optional markers in brackets): 

Subject - Tense/Aspect - (Object) - Root - (Extensions) - Final Vowel 

From this structure, it follows that -�������� consists of two morphemes, namely the root -����- ‘be’ and the final vowel -

����3. In the remainder of this paper, verbs will be quoted in their stem form, consisting of root plus final vowel, 

rather than in their root form, i.e. -�������� instead of -����-. 

Of course, there are more copulas and auxilliaries than described in this paper, e.g. the possessive copula 
-����� �� �� �� ������������� ‘have’ or auxilliary forms of -	�	�	�	�
�
�
�
� ‘come’. However, for present purposes, the analysis will be restricted to 

forms meaning ‘to be’. Departing from Akhavan’s categorization somewhat, -��������
�
�
�
����� will be subsumed under -��������. I 

claim that -��������
�
�
�
����� consists of the root -��������



-, being an allomorph of the root -����-, followed by the habitual extension -

����- and the final vowel -����. Other monosyllabic verb-stems like -������������ ‘drink’ and -�������� ‘eat’ also exhibit 

allomorphs with -



- in second consonantal position if followed by the habitual extension. Separate evidence 
which supports such an analysis is shown in (1). 

 1a) ������ ����������� ����
����4� � � ������	��� ������� � �����	�	���������(cf. 2a)5 

  1:DEM:REF 1-old.man 3sg:SUB:PAST-be-HAB-FV 3sg:SUB-be.weird very.much only 

‘That old man was really very weird.’ 

 b) �������� ����
����� � � � � ������������������� ���� � �������

  Ndwata    3sg:SUB:PAST-drink-HAB-FV 5-tobacco  5:of:REF roll.up 

‘Ndwata used to smoke [lit.: drink] rolled-up tobacco.’ 

                                                           
3 While the final vowel -���� is usually low-toned, high-toned monosyllabic verb-stems assign their high tone to the final vowel, 

hence a tonal distinction between verb-stems like –�������� ‘eat’ and -�������� ‘grind’ is attested. 
4 Final vowels will only be glossed when following extensions but not when following verb roots directly. 
5 Examples which have been taken from the text given in the appendix will show a cross-reference in brackets. 

Glosses of grammatical morphemes use numbers 1 to 17 for noun class numbers as well as the following abbreviations: 

APPL  - applicative verb extension 

AUX  - auxilliary verb 

CAUS  - causative verb extension 

COND  - conditional/subjunctive mood 

CONSEC  - consecutive tense 

COP   - copula 

DEM  - demonstrative 

DEP   - dependent tense (temporal subordination) 

EMPH  - emphatic 

FV   - final vowel in verb structure 

HAB  - habitual verb extension 

IMP   - imperative 

LOC  - locative suffix 

NEG  - negative 

OBJ   - object marker 

PASS  - passive voice 

PAST  - past tense marker (without distinction between recent and distant past) 

PFV   - perfective suffix 

POSS  - possessive 

PROG  - progressive aspect marker 

REF   - referential marker 

REFL  - reflexive/reciprocal marker 

REL   - relative 

SIMUL  - simultaneous tense 

SUB   - subject marker 
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 c) W����
����� � � � � ������� 	�	  

  3sg:SUB-eat-HAB-FV  9:kidney  Q 

‘Do you eat kidney?’ 

Even though ������������ is a combination of the copula ����� �� �� �� � and the referential marker -��������, it will be treated 

separately rather than subsuming it under the copula ����� �� �� �� �. The main reason for this differentiation lies in the variety 

of different functions both copulas have. The auxilliary -���������������� will not be treated in this paper, as it’s connection to 

‘to be’ is uncertain, and it only occurs in one verbal form, viz the incipient future. Inflected forms of -�������� and -�������� 
with subject markers for all persons and noun class 9 are given in table 1. 

Table 1: subject concords for -�������� and -������������

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl cl.9 

CONSEC + -�������� ������ 	����� ������ �	����� �	����� ������� ������

PRES + �������� ��� ���� 	���� ���� �	���� �	���� ����� � ����

PAST + -�������� ������ ������ ����� ������� ������� ������ �����

 

2. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

In order to distinguish the functions, each copula/auxilliary will be discussed in turn. 

2.1 The root ������������ 

While this root is the most rare, it is the one most commonly associated with the meaning ‘to be’. In the 
corpus, it occured in three different verbal forms, viz with the consecutive prefix -��������-, with the irrealis suffix -����, 

and with the habitual suffix -����-. For the first two of those, it has shifted semantically towards the meaning of ‘to 
become’ as presented in §2.1.1. 

2.1.1 Existential process 

The main function of -�������� seems to be to denote a process or change in existential or attributive statements. It can 
precede either a fully inflected verb as in (2), a noun phrase as in (3) or an adjective as in (4). Both consecutive 
and irrealis forms are attested. 

 2) ������� !"���� �������� ����#�"� ����� ����	�	$  
1-old.man Chobu 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-be 3sg:SUB-be.old:PFV very.much 

‘Old Chobu had become very old.’ 

 3a) B��� ����	�	�#	� ���%"��� ��������� ��������� ���%"��$  
But 2-older.brother 2:3sg:POSS 3pl:SUB-CONSEC-be 2-servant 2:3sg:POSS 

‘But his older brothers became his servants.’ 

 b) &'������ ������ ����(� ��'��� 	����� ������$ 
fellow:2sg:POSS 3pl:SUB-be 9-earth 2sg 2sg:SUB-be 3:moon. 

‘May your equals be below [you], and may you be above [them].’ 

 4a) �	���'� ���#	���� ���� �����#	������� ���� �������� ���
�$  
3-head 3:SUB:PAST-bite then 1sg:SUB-CONSEC-be.bled then 1sg:SUB-CONSEC-be 8:good 

‘[My] head hurt, then I was bled and got better.’ 

 b) ������ �	��	�	�#	$  
2sg:SUB-be 1-big/great 

‘May you become great.’ 
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2.1.2 Possessive copula 

The possessive function is only seen in the consecutive form6. Even then, it retains the notion of a process or 
a change. 

 5) )� ����� �	�	��	� �������� ��� ����� ��%"��$�  
each 1-person 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-be and/with 9:home 9:3sg:POSS  

‘And each person got to have his own home.’ 

2.1.3 Narrative introduction 

With the habitual suffix -����-, the verb stem -�������� has the allomorphic realization of -��������



- (cf. §1.1). It functions 
as an introductory statement at the beginning of a narrative as in (6), or giving background information about 
major participants as in (7). 

 6) *"�� ��#�� ������
����� ������ ����� ������� 	����$� (cf. 1a)  
16:DEM old.time 17:SUB:PAST-be-HAB-FV 17:SUB-have 1-old.man 1-one 

‘Once upon a time, there was an old man.’ 

 7) ������ ����������� ����
������ � ������	��� ������ � �������	�	��������(cf. 2a)  
1:DEM:REF 1-old.man 3sg:SUB:PAST-be-HAB-FV 3sg:SUB-be.weird very.much only 

‘That old man was really very weird.’ 

2.2 The root ������������ 

While there is some overlap with -�������� in functions, e.g. possessive copula, there is no overlap in 

corresponding verbal forms as -�������� only occurs in present and past tenses (cf. table 1). In addition, -�������� occurs in 
two lexicalized forms with specific restricted functions (cf. §§2.2.4 and 2.2.5). 

2.2.1 Simple copula 

Instances of copula function have been observed for the present tense form of -�������� only. Attributive adjectives 
or nouns can either precede as in (8) or follow the copula as in (9). 

 8) ������	� ��� ���$  
9-peace 1sg:SUB:be 

‘I am well.’ 

 9a) )� ����� �����	� �� ����� ���$  
7-DEM 7:thing 7:SUB:be grey 

‘That thing is grey.’ 

 b) K������ ����� ��+���� 
����� � ���� ����	�	$  
17:SUB-PAST-have 10-warthog 10:SUB:REL-be many very.much 

‘There were very many warthogs.’ 

In (9b), note that the the predicate involving the copula -����� �� �� �� � is an embedded relative clause. The relative marker 
consists of a tonal morpheme only. 

2.2.2 Possessive copula 

Preceding the preposition ��������, both present and past forms of -�������� have been observed. The resulting 

expression -�������������������� denotes possession. 

 10a) ������� ��� ������� ,���� 	����� ��� �������$  
3:arrow 3:of 1-old.man Juma 3:SUB-be and/with 6-tooth 

‘The arrow of Old Juma has hooks [lit.: teeth].’ 

 

                                                           
6 This might be due to the fact that other tenses and aspects are formed with either –�������������������� or –����� �� �� �� ������������� ‘to have’. 
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 b) *����������� �� �� ���������� ����� �� (cf. 7a-b) 
3:SUB:PAST-be-PASS:PFV COP 2-young.man 3pl:PAST:REL:be  

� � ��� ������+����� ����� 
and/with 10-spear  and/with 6-bow  

 ‘He had been followed by young men who had spears and bows.’ 

In (10b), the possessive construction involving -�������� again is an embedded relative clause with the relative marker 
being tonal only. 

2.2.3 Auxilliary 

The present form of -�������� is used as an auxilliary in the compound future tense as shown in (11). The main 
verb which is either the mere root or in nominalized form can precede or follow the auxilliary. 

 11a) ������ �	����� #	�����   
when 1pl:SUB-be meet 

‘When are we going to meet?’ 

 b) -��������+�� �	�	�#������ ����$ (cf. 7c) 
3sg:SUB-CONSEC-know 15-kill-PASS-FV 3sg:SUB-be 

‘He knew [that] he will be killed.’ 

In (11b), note that the compound verb form is the complement of the main verb -����������+���+���+���+� ‘know’ and exhibits 
auxilliary inversion. Also, the passive is marked morphologically on the infinitive ‘be killed’, and the auxilliary -
�������� glossed as ‘be’ serves as future tense marker to the compound verb form, and not as passive. 

The past form of -�������� is used as an auxilliary in the compound past tense as shown in (12). The main verb 
follows either in fully inflected or in nominalized form. 

 12a) M	�%"�� �������� ���"'������$  
3-flour 3:SUB-PAST-be 3:SUB-grind-PASS:PFV 

‘The flour was ground.’ 

 b) )� ����� ������ ������������ ���
�� �����#	�	��� �����$(cf. 10a) 
each 3sg:SUB:PAST-be 15:REFL-pour-APPL-FV 6:water 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-speak 8:same 

‘Each [time] he was pouring water over himself, he said the same.’ 

In (12b), the compound verb form involving the past tense of -�������� is embedded in the temporal adverbial clause 

headed by ����� �� �� �� ������������� ‘each’. 

2.2.4 Irrealis 

The construction -�������������������� denotes an action or event which is yet to be7; it is sometimes translated ‘not yet’, 
though even then, it implies that the action or event will still take place. The main verb follows either as mere 
root or in nominalized form. 

 13a) N-�	�"��� 
�������� �� ����$�  
10-maize 10:SUB-yet:be ripen 

‘The maize is yet to ripen.’  

 b) &�������� �	��	�	#�� ���"��+�$  
3pl:SUB-yet:be 15-pull.out 4-cassava 

‘They are yet to pull out the cassava.’ 

2.2.5 Locational copula 

The construction -������ has the meaning ‘to be there’8. It usually stands on its own. 

                                                           
7 Possibly, this is a lexicalized combination of consecutive -��������- with the root –�������� ‘to be’. 

8 This might include a vestige of noun class 18 ����				-, which otherwise is absent in Rangi. 
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 14) ��"	�� �	�����+�� ��������   
1:DEM 1-doctor 3sg:SUB-be.there 

‘Is the doctor there?’ 

2.3 The copula ����� �� �� �� � 

Eight instances of ����� �� �� �� � in the sixteen sentences of the appendix’s story bear witness to the copula’s extensive 
use in the Rangi language. This includes some unusual functions like agent or focus marking. 

2.3.1 Predication 

The basic function of a copula is evident with adjectival or nominal predicates, either in statements as in 
(15) or in questions as in (16). 

 15a) . ��� �� �����	� �� �� %"��%"�$ (cf. 16a) 
7:DEM 7:thing COP 7:true 

‘This thing is true.’ 

 b) &��������� ��� ������� �� �� ������� 
�� ������$ (cf. 16b) 
2-young.man 2:of 9:home-LOC COP 10:lion 10:of 9:home-LOC 

‘The young men of a village are the lions of [that] village.’ 

 16) /���� �� �� �	�"�"�� 	�	   
or COP 1-madman Q 

‘Or is [he] a madman?’ 

2.3.2 Agent marking 

In passive constructions, not a preposition but rather the copula ����� �� �� �� � is used to introduce the agent. 

 17) *����������� �� �� ���������$ (cf. 5) 
3sg:SUB:PAST-follow-PASS:PFV COP 2-young.man 

‘He had been followed by the young men.’ 

2.3.3 Focus 

Constituents which are put in focus by ����� �� �� �� � include subjects as in (18), objects as in (19), question words as in 
(20), temporal adverbials as in (21), and locatives or place names as in (22). 

 18) )		���� �� �� ���������� �� ���	������� ����� �0	#���$ 
COUNTEREXPECT COP 5-tobacco 5:SUB-3sg:OBJ-sprout:REL-APPL:PFV 9-nose-LOC 

‘Oh, it is the tobacco that has sprouted in his nose.’ 

In (18), note that in addition to focus, a relative clause is employed. In (19-22) however, there are no relatives. 

 19) /��'��(� �� �� ��� ���� ����������� �����%"��� ����$  
NEG:EMPH COP 1sg 2sg:SUB-PROG-want 2sg:SUB:1sg:OBJ-burn-COND 

‘Not at all, me, you want to burn.’ 

 20) ������ ����� �����#�(� �� �� ��� %"'   
6:eye 6:2sg:POSS 6:SUB:PAST-become.red COP for what 

‘Why have your eyes become red?’ 

In (20), the English free translation would have intonational emphasis on ‘why’. In Rangi, the unfocussed 
question would start with ������������%"'%"'%"'%"' ‘why’ rather than leaving the question word in situ like other Bantu languages 
(cf. example 11a). 

 21) �� �� 	�"	�� ������� �����#����$  
COP 3:DEM 3:year 3sg:SUB:PAST-give.birth-PASS-FV 

‘This year, she was born.’ 
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 22a) �	����+�� ''����#�� �� �� ��������� ���$  
1-child 3sg:SUB:PROG-burst COP 5-bush-LOC only 

‘Bushland only, the child is bursting through.’ 

 b) *��� ������ �� �� ���#�� �������$  
2:DEM 2:Wasi COP Kolo 3pl:SUB-come.from 

‘From [the village of] Kolo, these Wasi come.’ 

In (22b), the information structure is: topic (‘these Wasi’) - focus (‘from Kolo’) - comment (‘they come’). 

2.4 The copula ������������ 

As mentioned before, ������������ is a combination of the copula ����� �� �� �� � with the referential marker -��������. Hence, one of its 
functions is to refer back to a topic in the preceding discourse. Apart from this overall function, at least four 
other subfunctions can be differentiated. 

2.4.1 Predication and apposition 

The predicate function of the copula is obvious in its use with nominal predicates as in (23). In a similar 
kind of function, ������������ serves to link appositions where the copula could be glossed ‘namely’ as in (24). 

 23) �������+�� ���� %"���	���� ����	�	�#	� ���%"������$  
6-pumpkin COP:REF 7:of-15-eat 7-big 7-rainy.season-LOC 

‘Pumpkins are a main food during rainy season.’ 

 24) ���� ���������� #	�	������ ���������� ���� �'�1�$$$ (cf. 8) 
then 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-begin speak 3sg-1-self COP:REF say 

‘Then he started speaking to himself, that is saying: ...’ 

2.4.2 Definition 

A complex construction involving ������������ is the passive of -�'�'�'�'���� ‘say’ which functions in reporting a person’s 
name or giving a definition as in (25). The clauses which contain the definition could be analyzed as direct 
speech: �������������$$$�$$$�$$$�$$$ ‘that is ...’. 

 25a) ... ������� 	����� ����������� ���� ������� 2�����$ (cf. 1)  
1-old.man 1-one 3sg:SUB:PAST-say:REL-PASS-HAB-FV COP:REF 1-old.man Ibuwo 

‘... an old man who was said to be Old Ibuwo.’ 

 b) )��������� ��������� ���� ���%"��#����� ����'������$  
12-3:baobab 12-small COP:REF 12-small.baobab 12:SUB-say-PASS-HAB-FV 

‘Small baobab trees are said to be ‘chalada’.’ 

Note that unlike in (25b), the inflected verb in (25a) is an embedded relative clause. Apart from having different 
subject markers, both forms of -�'�'�'�'�������� ‘be said’, main versus relative clause, are only distinguished tonally. In 

addition, the definition headed by ������������ follows the main verb in (25a) whereas it precedes the main verb in (25b). 

2.4.3 Purpose 

An extended function of the appositional function is the introduction of subordinate clause which express the 
purpose for the action or event in the main clause. In (26), ������������ could still be glossed with ‘that is’, and the 
referential marker points back to the verb of the main clause. 

 26) 3		�� ����� ��	��4 �� ���� �����$  
untie:IMP 10-goat COP:REF eat:CAUS 

‘Untie the goats in order to graze [them].’ 

2.4.4 Conclusive 

At the end of a narrative, ������������ signals the summary of the story, as in (27). 
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 27) ���� ���#	������ 
�� ���1� 5��#���� ��%"�� �������� ����� �� $$$  
COP:REF 12-11-story like 12:DEM Folita 3sg:SUB:PAST-spit:APPL-PASS-FV 6-spittle 

‘The little story is like this: Folita was spat upon ...’ 

3. SUMMARY 

While all four forms described herein start out with the basic meaning ‘to be’, they have developed into 
different directions from there. The verb root -�������� acquired a meaning of process, and is properly better glossed 

‘to become’ rather than merely ‘to be’. The restricted verb -�������� functions most often as auxilliary for one future 

and one past tense. In combination with the preposition na, both -�������� and -�������� denote possessive predication. The 

copula ����� �� �� �� � in addition to its usual predicate function developed as a focus marker and agent marker in passive 

constructions, and in its referential form ������������, has important discourse functions in narratives for general 
introduction, background information and conclusion as well as marking subordinate clauses of purpose. 

Further investigation would be needed to determine how these shifts in functions came about, if that can be 
established at all. Also, other roots like -����� �� �� �� ������������� and -���������������� as well as the negative copula ����� �� �� �� � and combinations of 

referential -�������� with other forms still await description and analysis. 

Appendix 

This story was written by Hasani Issa Modu in 1998, and subsequently, after some revision by other Rangi 
speakers, published in a Swahili-Rangi transition primer in 1999. Both English translation and interlinearization 
are my own. Copula and auxilliaries in the text have been highlighted to facilitate identification of and cross-
referencing from examples in the main body of the paper. 

 

6$�7	������ #��� ������� 2������ ��� &��������� ��� )������

11-story 11:of 1-old.man Ibuwo and/with 2-boys 2:of 9:home-LOC 
0. The story of Old Ibuwo and the young men of [his] village 
 

8�$�*"�� ��#�� �������������



���� ������� ����� ������� 	�����

16:DEM:REF old.time 17:SUB-PAST-be-HAB-FV 17-PAST-have 1-old.man 1-one 
1a. Once upon a time, there was an old man 

�

8�$������������ ���������������� ������� 2�����$�

3sg:SUB:PAST-say:REL-PASS-HAB-FV COP:REF 1-old.man Ibuwo 
1b. called Old Ibuwo. 

�

9�$������ ������� ����������



���� ���	��� ������ ����	�	� ����

1:DEM:REF 1-old.man 3sg:SUB:PAST-be-HAB-FV 3sg:SUB:PAST-be.weird very.much only 
2a. That old man was the weirdest man 

�

9�$��"�� #	�	
�� �''��$�

16:DEM:REF 11-river 4:3pl:POSS 
2b. at their river area. 

�

:�$�;��	� 
����� ������	��0	#�� �����	� ��� �''���

10:day 10:all 3sg:SUB:PAST-3pl:OBJ-bother 2:people 2:of 4:3pl:POSS 
3a. Every day, he bothered his fellows 

�

:�$������������������� �	����� �		��	�

3sg:SUB:SIMUL-17-15:REF:bathe-APPL-FV 17-DEM 17:REL 
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3b. by bathing in the place where 
 

:%$������	� �����"�� ������� ���
�� ������(�

2:people 3pl:SUB:PAST-draw-APPL-HAB-FV 6:water 6:REF-drink 
3c. they used to get their drinking water, 

�

:�$����� ���������� ����������	�	#�� ����	�	$�

then 2:young.man 3pl:SUB-CONSEC-8:OBJ-hate very.much 
3d. and the young men hated [his behaviour] very much. 

�

<�$�;��	� ������ ���� �����+� ������ ��� 	����� ����������

9:ay 9-one then 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-descend and/with 17:DEM:REF 5-riverbed-LOC 
4a. One day then, he [again] descended into the riverbed, 

�

<�$��		��	� �����	� �����"�� ������� ���
�� ������(�

17:REL 2:people 3pl:SUB:PAST-draw-APPL-HAB-FV 6:water 6:REF-drink 
4b. where the people used to get their drinking water, 

�

<%$�������'�� ���+�(� ���� �����%"	��%"	���#�� �����$�

3sg:SUB-CONSEC-remove 10:clothes then 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-squat 15:bathe 
4c. he took off his clothes and squatted down in order to bathe. 

�

=$�)		���� ������������ ����� �� �� �� ����� ���������$�
COUNTEREXPECT 3sg:SUB:PAST-follow-PASS:PFV COP 2-young.man 
5. Oh-oh! He had been followed by the young men. 

�

>$�&�������� ����	������� ���� ����	��	#���$�

3pl:SUB:PAST-want 3pl:SUB-3sg:OBJ-hit-COND then 3pl:SUB-3sg:OBJ-kill- COND 
6. They wanted to beat and kill him. 

�

?�$�������� 2������ ���������� ������������ ����� �� �� �� ����� ����������

1-old.man Ibuwo 3sg:SUB-CONSEC:see-DEP 3sg:SUB:PAST-follow-PASS:PFV COP 2-young.man 
7a. When Old Ibuwo saw that he had been followed by young men 

�

?�$���������� �� �� �� � ��� ������+�� ��� �����(�

3pl:REL:PAST-be and/with 10-spear and/with 6-bow 
7b. who had spears, and bows [and arrows], 

�

?%$����������+�� �	�	�#������ ������� �� �� �� �$ 
3sg:SUB-CONSEC-know 15-kill-PASS-FV 3sg:SUB-be 
7c. he knew that he would be killed. 

�

@$����� ���������� #	�	������ ���������� ���������������� �'��

then 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-begin  speak 3sg-1-self COP:REF say 
8. So he started talking to himself: 

�

A�$�B��� ��� �� �����	� ���#���+���� ����� �� �� �� ����� ���������� ��� ������$�

1sg 7:thing 1sg:SUB:REFL-watch-CAUS-FV COP 2-young.man 2:of 9:home-LOC 
9a. “What I really rely on are the young men of [my] village. 

�
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A�$������������� %"�����	��� �������C$�

COP:REF 7:SUB:PAST:REL-1sg:OBJ-be.weird-CAUS-FV 
9b. That is what made me weird.” 

�

86$�)� ����� �������� �� �� �� � ������������ ���
�� �����#	�	��� �������

each 3sg:SUB:PAST-be 15:REFL-pour-APPL-FV 6:water 3sg:SUB-CONSEC-speak  8:same-REF 
10. Each time he poured water over himself he repeated: 

�

88$�B)����	� ���#���+���� ����� �� �� �� ����� ���������� ��� ������$C�

7:thing 1sg:SUB:REFL-watch-CAUS-FV COP 2-young.man 2:of 9:home-LOC 
11. “What I really rely on are the young men of [my] village.” 

�

89�$�&���� ���������� �	��''�'������� ������ 
�� ������� 2�����(�

2-DEM 2-young.man 15-listen-APPL-FV 10:word 10:of 1-old.man Ibuwo 
12a. Those young men, listening to Old Ibuwo’s words, 

�

89�$����� ������������� B������� 2������ %"'� ����#	�	�� C�

then 3pl:SUB-CONSEC-3sg:OBJ-ask  1-old.man Ibuwo what 2sg:SUB:PROG-speak 
12b. then asked him “Old Ibuwo, what are you saying?” 

�

8:�$�-�����'����� B)����	� %"�����	��� ��������

3sg:SUB-CONSEC-say-HAB-FV 7:thing 7:SUB:PAST:REL-1sg:OBJ-be.weird-CAUS-FV 
13a. And he repeated: “What really made me weird 

�

8:�$������ �� �� �� � ���������� ��� ������(� �����	� ���#���+����

COP 2-young.man 2:of 9:home-LOC 7:thing 1sg:SUB:REFL-watch-CAUS-FV 
13b. are the young men of [my] village, what I rely on 

�

8:%$������ �� �� �� � ���������� ��� ������(� ���������������� ������� 
����C$� �
COP 2-young.man 2:of 9:home-LOC COP:REF 10:lion 10:1sg:POSS 
13c. are the young men of [my] village; they are my lions.” 

�

8<�$�&����� ���������� ���#���+�(�

2-DEM 2-young.man 3pl:SUB:PAST-watch 
14a. The young men looked 

�

8<�$����������������� ��������� �� ������� 2�����(�

3pl:SUB-CONSEC:REFL-think 6-word 6:of 1-old.man Ibuwo 
14b. and thought about Old Ibuwo’s words, 

�

8<%$��������'����� B-���� ���� ����	���	�	���(�

3pl:SUB-CONSEC-say -HAB-FV why again 3sg:SUB:PROG-1pl:OBJ-praise 
14c. then they said “Why! He is praising us 

�

8<�$���� #	�	������ %"�� �� ��"�� �	�	$�

but speak 7:of be.bad not 
14d. and not talking bad at all. 

�

8<�$�D	��'��'� ������� �	��	��	�#��C$�
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1pl:SUB-leave-COND 12-one 15-3sg:OBJ-kill 
14e. Let’s forget about kiling him at once.” 

�

8=�$�)���� ���� ���������� �������'��� �	��	��	�#��(�

indeed then 2-young.man 3pl:SUB-CONSEC-leave  15-3sg:OBJ-kill 
14a. Indeed, they left [their plan of] killing him 

�

8=�$��������	�	��� ��� ������� 
����$� �

3pl:SUB-CONSEC-return  and/with 10:home-LOC 10:3pl:POSS 
14b. and returned to their homes. 

�

8>�$�. ��� �� �����	� ����� �� �� �� ����� %"��%"�(�

7:DEM 7:thing COP 7:true 
16a. This is true: 
 

8>�$����������� ��� ������� ����� �� �� �� ����� ������� 
�� ������$�

2-young.man 2:of 9:home-LOC COP 10:lion 10:of 9:home-LOC 
16b. A village’s young men are its lions. 
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